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Description
METHOD OF CELL SELECTION IN HEIRARCHICAL CELL

STRUCTURE BASED ON CELL QUALITY

Technical Field
[I] The present invention relates to a method of cell selection in a hierarchical cell

structure based on cell quality.

Background Art
[2] In the related art, cell selection was performed, but radio resources were unnec

essarily wasted. As such, the related art technologies do not sufficiently address such

issues, and thus do not offer appropriate solutions.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Solution
[3] The present inventors recognized at least the above-identified drawbacks of the

related art as a result of performing testing for out-of-service situations. Based upon

such recognition, the various features described hereafter have been conceived such

that a method of cell selection in a hierarchical cell structure based on cell quality is

provided, which results in more efficient use of radio resources.

Brief Description of Drawings
[4] Figure 1 shows an exemplary network architecture of a Universal Mobile Telecom

munications System (UMTS).

[5] Figure 2 shows an exemplary radio protocol stack used in UMTS.

[6] Figure 3 shows exemplary equations that define the conditions used by the mobile

terminal to select the cell having a signal strength and quality that are greater than the

particular values defined by the system.

[7] Figure 4 shows a flow chart of an exemplary cell selection (re-selection) method in

WCDMA.

[8] Figure 5 shows the equations for calculating the R criterion values used by the

mobile terminal for the ranking process among cells.

[9] Figure 6 shows the concept of an exemplary hierarchical cell structure (HCS).

[10] Figure 7 shows exemplary calculation procedures of the H criterion values.

Mode for the Invention
[II] The inventive concepts and features herein related to a method of cell selection in a

hierarchical cell structure based on cell quality are explained in terms of a Long Term

evolution (LTE) system or other so-called 4G communication systems, which is an en

hancement to current 3GPP technologies. However, such details are not meant to limit



the various features described herein, which are applicable to other types of mobile

and/or wireless communication systems and methods.

[12] Hereafter, the term "mobile terminal" will be used to refer to various types of user

devices, such as mobile communication terminals, user equipment (UE), mobile

equipment (ME), and other devices that support various types of wireless commu

nication technologies.

[13] In mobile telecommunications, cell selection is the process whereby the mobile

terminal searches for a suitable (candidate) cell. When a cell is selected as a result of

performing cell selection, the selected cell is called a camped-on cell. When camped

on a cell, the mobile terminal shall regularly search for a better cell according to

various cell reselection criteria (explained hereafter) and if a better cell is found, that

better cell is selected.

[14] Typically, large cells (e.g. macro-cells) cannot support a large number of users, but

can support users moving at high speed. Typically, small cells (e.g. micro-cells or

pico-cells) can support a large number of users, but cannot support users moving at

high speed. These problems may be solved by using a hierarchical cell structure (HCS)

that defines a number of overlapping cells of different sizes that form multiple cell

layers. This type of cell structure allows the network to effectively use the geo

graphical area and serve a greater number of users.

[15] To define which cell layer of the HCS the UE should be in, a HCS priority is defined

(HCS_PRIO). Such priority information can be transmitted as part of cell broadcast in

formation (e.g. SIB 11 and SIB 12 for neighbor cells and SIB 13 and SIB 14 for serving

cells). For neighbor cells, such priority information can also be transmitted as part of

an RRC measurement control message. The HCS cells may be given priorities from

0-7, where 0 is the lowest priority and 7 is the highest priority. The cells close to the

serving cell may be given the highest priority.

[16] The cell reselection criteria may include an H criterion (i.e. a HCS criterion, used

when HCS is employed, that is a positive or negative value calculated based on in

formation sent in system information and on measurements from the CPICH/

P-CPCCH of the candidate cell), an S criterion (i.e. a selection or eligibility criterion

used to check whether the received quality of the candidate cell is sufficient) and an R

criterion (i.e. a ranking criterion used by the mobile terminal to rank the list of cells

satisfying the criterion S).

[17] The present invention was conceived to improve the cell selection (re-selection)

procedures such that the occurrence of out-of-service situations is reduced. The so-

called out-of-service situations mean that the mobile terminal cannot receive a

particular service from the mobile communications network due to various reasons. To

resolve an out-of-service situation, the mobile terminal would need to perform a full



cell search procedure, which consumes battery power and causes delays that the user

may notice.

[18] The procedures for cell selection (reselection) employ various conditions including

the H criterion and the S criterion. The present inventors recognized that the related art

cell selection (reselection) procedure has some drawbacks. This was because the

related art primarily considers the H criterion, and then later considers the S criterion

as a secondary condition or even ignores the S criterion. Based upon this problem

recognition, the present invention puts more emphasis and importance on the S

criterion than the H criterion, which results in improved cell selection and re-selection.

[19] The present invention relates to a method of selecting a cell from which the mobile

terminal receives a service in UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System),

which is the European type IMT-2000 system. In particular, the present invention

relates to a method for a mobile terminal to consider the quality of each of a plurality

of cells when selecting the particular cell in which its service is to be received.

[20] Figure 1 shows the network architecture of a Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System (UMTS) 100. The UMTS system is basically comprised of user equipment

(UEs) 130, a UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) 120, and a core

network (CN) 110. The UTRAN 120 has one or more radio network sub-systems

(RNS) 122, and each RNS has a radio network controller (RNC) 124, and one or more

Node Bs 126 that are managed by the RNC 124. One or more cells 128 exist for a

Node B.

[21] Figure 2 shows the radio protocol stack used in UMTS. The radio protocol layers

exist in pairs in the mobile terminal and in the UTRAN, and handle data transmission

over the radio interface. This radio protocol stack is largely divided into three layers:

L l (Layer 1), L2 (Layer 2) and L3 (Layer 3).

[22] Ll (Layer 1) has the physical layer (PHY) that uses various types of radio

transmission techniques to transmit data with reliability over the radio interface. The

PHY layer is connected to an upper layer (the MAC layer) via transport channels,

which can be divided into dedicated transport channels and common transport

channels.

[23] L2 (Layer 2) is comprised of four sub-layers: MAC, RLC, PDCP and BMC, each of

which will be described in more detail below.

[24] The MAC (Media Access Control) layer performs mapping of various logical

channels to various transport channels, and also performs logical channel multiplexing

of multiple logical channels to a single transport channel. The MAC layer is connected

with an upper layer (the RLC layer) via one or more logical channels. Based on the

type of information that is transmitted, these logical channels can be divided into

control channels used to transmit control plane information and traffic channels used to



transmit user plane information. Based on the types of transport channels that are

managed, the MAC layer can be divided into a MAC-b sub-layer, a MAC-c/sh sub

layer, a MAC-d sub-layer, a MAC-hs sub-layer, and a MAC-e sub-layer. The MAC-b

sub-layer handles the management of a BCH (Broadcast CHannel) used to broadcast

system information. The MAC-c/sh sub-layer manages shared transport channels, such

as the FACH (Forward Access CHannel), the DSCH (Downlink Shared CHannel), and

the like, which are shared with other mobile terminals. The MAC-d sub-layer handles

the management of dedicated transport channels, such as the DCH (Downlink Shared

Channel), with respect to a particular mobile terminal. In order to support high-speed

data transmissions on the downlink and uplink, the MAC-hs sub-layer manages the

HS-DSCH (High Speed Downlink Shared CHannel), which is a transport channel for

transmitting high-speed downlink data. The MAC-e sub-layer manages the E-DCH

(Enhanced Dedicated CHannel), which is a transport channel for high speed uplink

data transmissions.

[25] The RLC (Radio Link Control) layer handles the guarantee of the quality of service

(QoS) of each radio bearer (RB) and the transmission of data thereof. For the RLC to

guarantee the QoS that is unique to the RB, one or two independent RLC entities exist

for each RB, and three types of RLC modes (TM: transparent Mode; UM: Unac

knowledged Mode; AM: Acknowledged Mode) are provided to support the various

QoS. Also, the RLC adjusts the size of data to be appropriate for transmission over the

radio (air) interface by a lower layer, and performs the functions for segmentation and

concatenation of the data received from an upper layer.

[26] The PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) layer is located above the RLC layer

and allows the data to be transmitted using IP packets (such as IPv4 or IPv6) over the

radio (air) interface having relatively small bandwidth in an effective manner. To do

so, the PDCP layer performs a header compression function, which allows

transmission of data that is only necessary in the header portion of data such that

transmission efficiency over the radio (air) interface is increased. The PDCP layer only

exists in the PS (Packet Switched) domain because header compression is a basic

function, and one PDCP entity exists per RB in order to effectively provide header

compression functions with respect to each PS service.

[27] The BMC (Broadcast/Multicast Control) layer exists above the RLC layer and

performs the functions related to scheduling of cell broadcast messages and

broadcasting to mobile terminals located in a particular cell.

[28] L3 (Layer 3) has the RRC (Radio Resource Control) layer, located at the lowermost

portion there of, that is defined only in the control plane, for controlling parameters of

L l and L2 with respect to the establishment, re-establishment and release of radio

bearers, as well as controlling the logical channels, transport channels and physical



channels. Here, a radio bearer refers to a logical path that is provided by L l and L2 of

the radio protocol for data transfer between the mobile terminal and the UTRAN. In

general, establishment of the radio bearer refers to a procedure of setting the charac

teristics of the radio protocol layers and channels needed for providing a particular

service, and then setting each particular parameter and operation methods thereof.

[29] A procedure for selecting a cell by a mobile terminal in idle mode will be explained

in detail.

[30] Basically, the reason for selecting a cell is to register with the network in order to

receive a service from the base station. Here, if the strength or quality of signals

between the mobile terminal and base station would be reduced because of the

mobility of the mobile terminal, in order to maintain the transmission quality of data,

the mobile terminal re-selects a different cell. Hereafter, the characteristics of physical

signals such as signal strength and noise-to-interference ratio will simply be referred to

as signal characteristics.

[31] As described above, there is a method of selecting a cell based on signal charac

teristics according to the radio environment. The mobile terminal may also need to use

a cell selection procedure based on the following reasons: UE capability, subscriber in

formation, camp load balancing, traffic load balancing, etc.

[32] Hereafter, a method and procedures for selecting a cell in WCDMA will be

described.

[33] When the mobile terminal is first turned on (or powered up), the PLMN and RAT are

selected for radio communications, and the mobile terminal performs signal mea

surement procedures with the base station in all searchable frequency bands, and then

the cell having the strongest signal characteristics value is selected among the cells that

satisfy the conditions in Figure 3 and access thereto is performed. In the WCDMA

system, the CPICH RSCP, CPHIC Ec/N0 and Carrier RSSI are used as the values for

the above signal measurement procedures.

[34] In Figure 3, it can be understood that the mobile terminal selects the cell having a

signal strength and quality that are greater than the particular values defined by the

system (Strength: Qrxlevmin + Pcompensation, Quality: Qqualmin). Here, these values

(Qrxlevmin, Pcompensation, Quality: Qqualmin) are informed from the base station to

the mobile terminal through system information (SI). Also, the mobile terminal waits

in idle mode in order to request a service to the network (such as to perform an

originating call) or to receive a service from the network (such as a terminating call).

The mobile terminal in idle mode measures the signals of the cell it currently receives

a service from and the signals from neighboring cells, and repeats the procedures for

re-selecting cells that have better signal characteristics.

[35] Figure 4 shows a flow chart of an exemplary cell selection (re-selection) method in



WCDMA. A mobile terminal in idle mode periodically performs a measurement

procedure such that with respect to signal characteristic values (Rs) of the cell from

which service is being received and signal characteristic values (Rn) of neighboring

cells, among the cells that satisfy the conditions of Figure 3, as shown in step S401. If

the condition of Rn > Rs is satisfied during a particular time (Treselection), the signal

strengths and qualities of the cells corresponding to Rn are compared through the use

of a ranking procedure or process, as shown in step S403. As a result, the cell having

the highest (or greatest) characteristic value is selected, as shown in step S405.

Namely, a different cell, which has the best signal characteristics compared to the cell

from which service is currently being received, is selected.

[36] The values of Rs and Rn are obtained through use of the equations in Figure 5. Tres

election is a value that the base station informs to the mobile terminal via system in

formation (SI), and is used to prevent a particular cell from being repeatedly selected

by applying a restriction that the cell selection conditions should be satisfied for more

than a certain amount of time.

[37] Figure 5 shows the equations for calculating the R criterion values used by the

mobile terminal for the ranking process among cells. Here, Rs represents the serving

cell ranking and Rn represents the neighbor cell ranking. Qmeas,s signifies the CPICH

Ec/NO value measured with respect to a cell from which service is being received, and

Qmeas,n signifies the CPICH Ec/NO value measured at the mobile terminal with

respect to neighboring cells. The value Qhysts is used in order for the mobile terminal

to apply a weighting value with respect to the service being currently received, while

the value Qoffsets,0 is used to reduce the bias between the cell currently being

accessed and the cell to which access is to be changed or the value Qoffmbms is used

to apply a weighting value with respect to a cell that supports point-to-multipoint

services (such as MBMS).

[38] Similar to the cell selection method of WCDMA, a cell selection method based on

signal characteristics allows a mobile terminal to select a cell with good signal

reception characteristics for receiving services from the base station such that the

signals sent by a transmitter can be interpreted by the receiver with minimal errors.

With respect to cells that can be selected, the R criterion values are obtained, and then

ranking is performed such that the cell having the best signal characteristics is selected

(or re-selected) through such ranking process.

[39] However, in WCDMA, if a hierarchical cell structure (HCS) function is needed, such

can be used.

[40] Figure 6 shows an example of a cell structure for HCS. Namely, multiple cells may

exist in one region (or area), whereby the diameter (or other dimensions) of each cell

are different. In Figure 6, the frequencies O, N and M may be the same or different,



and depicts merely one example. Also, in Figure 6, the cells having Priority C are those

having the largest diameter, while cells having Priority A have the lowest priority.

[41] The HCS as described in Figure 6 may be used, for example, to reduce the changes

due to the mobile terminal moving at different speeds between cells. For example,

assume that there is mobile terminal A and mobile terminal B moving from right to left

in Figure 6, with mobile terminal A moving at 5 km/h and mobile terminal B moving

at 50 km/h. If these two mobile terminals both select cells with priority A, it can be u n

derstood that mobile terminal B needs to change cells 10 times more often than mobile

terminal A during a given time period. When a mobile terminal needs to change cells

often, power consumption and radio resources are wasted due to frequent cell updates

being performed. Thus, in such situations, the base station makes the mobile terminals

having high speed to select Priority C cells (namely, cells having large diameter),

while mobile terminal having low speed to select Priority A cells (namely, cells having

small diameter), which results in more effective operations for the mobile terminals.

[42] In these situations, when HCS features are used, the mobile terminal operation needs

to be varied. Figure 7 shows the calculation procedures of the H criterion values. Thus,

when HCS is used, the cell selection procedure is as follows:

[43] 1. If the current serving cell indicates that HCS is being used, the mobile terminal de

termines the cells that fall under the following conditions:

[44] a. When the mobile terminal moves at low speed:

[45] i . Among the cells that satisfy H>=0, all measured cells having the highest

HCS_PRIO value

[46] ii. If no cell satisfies H>=0, all measured cells regardless of the HCS_PRIO values

[47] b. When the mobile terminal moves at high speed:

[48] i . Among the cells that satisfy H>=0, when there is a cell having a lower HCS

priority than the current serving cell (Condition 1):

[49] 1. Among the cells having lower HCS priority than the current serving cell, all

measured cells having the highest HCS_PRIO values among the cells that satisfy

H>=0.

[50] ii. In other cases (i.e. when Condition 1 is not satisfied):

[51] 1. Among the cells having an HCS priority that is the same as or higher than that of

the current serving cell, if any cell satisfies H>=0 (Condition 2):

[52] a. Among the cells having an HCS priority that is the same as or higher than that of

the current serving cell, the cells having the lowest HCS_PRIO value among all

measured cells that satisfy H>=0

[53] 2. In other cases (i.e. when Condition 2 is not satisfied)

[54] a. All measured cells without considering HCS priority

[55] 2. For the cells determined in the above procedure L, among the cells that satisfy the



S criterion, the mobile terminal performs a ranking process based on the R criterion

and selects the cell(s) with the best quality and cell selection (re-selection) to that cell

is performed.

[56] In the above explanation, the mentioned S criterion is used by the mobile terminal to

determine whether or not various cells satisfy the minimum quality guarantee

conditions. Namely, the S criterion is used to decide whether a particular cell satisfies

the minimum conditions needed in performing paging or RRC connection.

[57] The cell reselection procedure of the mobile terminal when HCS is set was explained

above, and according to such procedure, situations can occur where the mobile

terminal is not able to select a cell on which camping is possible, and thus cannot

properly receive services. For example, the following cell structure can be considered.

[58]

[59] According to the related art, the mobile terminal performs the following:

[60] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurements.

[61] Cell A, Cell B and Cell C are measured

[62] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0.

[63] Cell A and Cell C satisfy H criterion.

[64] STEP 3 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 2.

[65] Between Cell A and Cell C, Cell A has the highest HCS_PRIO which is 4.

[66] STEP 4 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 3.

[67] Cell A is the only cell with the highest HCS_PRIO.

[68] STEP 5 : Check cells that satisfies S criterion among the cells identified in step 4.

[69] Cell A does not satisfy S criterion.

[70] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[71] There is no candidate cell for ranking.

[72] In the above Table 1, the mobile terminal should select Cell C, but in the related art,

the mobile terminal cannot select any of the cells. Namely, in the related art, the

mobile terminal first selects the cell(s) that satisfies the H criterion and the selects the

best cell among the cells that satisfy the S criterion. Thus, in the procedure of operating

according to the H criterion, if there is a cell that does not satisfy the S criterion but

satisfies the H criterion, there may be a problem of the mobile terminal setting an inap

propriate HCS PRIO value. In such case, the mobile terminal cannot find a cell from

which service is to be received, and the problem of not being able to begin or receive a

call can occur.



[73] Thus, for a system that uses the HCS function, the present invention provides a

method for a mobile terminal that appropriately performs effective transmission, via a

PS network or a radio protocol that supports only a PS service, of data generated in a

cell from which service provision will be received

[74] For this, during the procedure for selecting the cell from which service is to be

received, and in particular when the currently serving cell informs that it is using HCS,

it is proposed that the mobile terminal consider the S criterion when making a list of

selectable cells using the H criterion with respect to the cells that the mobile terminal

should perform measurements on.

[75] In the present invention, when applying the H criterion by the mobile terminal, the

cells to which the H criterion is applied are those cells which already satisfy the S

criterion.

[76] In the present invention, upon applying the H criterion by the present invention, if

each cell satisfies the H criterion, an additional check is made to see if the S criterion is

also satisfied, and a ranking process is performed for those cells that satisfy the H

criterion as well as the S criterion.

[77] Next, an example of the mobile terminal operation of the present invention will be

explained. When HCS is used, the cell selection procedure is as follows:

[78] 1. With respect to the cell for which measurements have been performed, the mobile

terminal determines which cells satisfy the S criterion. Also, the following step 2 is

performed on only these determined cells.

[79] 2. Among the cells that satisfy the above step 1, namely, among the cells that satisfy

the S criterion, the mobile terminal determines the cells that satisfy the following ad

ditional conditions.

[80] a. When the mobile terminal moves at low speed:

[81] i . Among the cells that satisfy H>=0, all measured cells having the highest

HCS_PRIO value

[82] ii. If no cell satisfies H>=0, all measured cells regardless of the HCS_PRIO values

[83] b. When the mobile terminal moves at high speed:

[84] i . Among the cells that satisfy H>=0, when there is a cell having a lower HCS

priority than the current serving cell (Condition 1):

[85] 1. Among the cells having lower HCS priority than the current serving cell, all

measured cells having the highest HCS_PRIO values among the cells that satisfy

H>=0.

[86] ii. In other cases (i.e. when Condition 1 is not satisfied):

[87] 1. Among the cells having an HCS priority that is the same as or higher than that of

the current serving cell, if any cell satisfies H>=0 (Condition 2):

[88] a. Among the cells having an HCS priority that is the same as or higher than that of



the current serving cell, the cells having the lowest HCS_PRIO value among all

measured cells that satisfy H>=0

[89] 2. In other cases (i.e. when Condition 2 is not satisfied)

[90] a. All measured cells without considering HCS priority

[91] 3. Among the cells determined through step 2 above, the mobile terminal performs a

ranking process according to the R criterion, selects the cell having the best quality,

and performs cell selection (re-selection) to that cell.

[92] When HCS is used, a cell selection procedure according to another embodiment of

the present invention is as follows.

[93] 1. In case the current serving cell informs that it uses HCS, the mobile terminal de

termines the cells that satisfy the following conditions:

[94] a. When the mobile terminal moves at low speed:

[95] i . Among the cells that satisfy H>=0 and satisfy the S criterion, all measured cells

having the highest HCS_PRIO value

[96] ii. If no cell satisfies H>=0 and also satisfies the S criterion, all measured cells that

satisfy the S criterion regardless of the HCS_PRIO values

[97] b. When the mobile terminal moves at high speed:

[98] i . Among the cells that satisfy H>=0 and satisfy the S criterion, when there is a cell

having a lower HCS priority than the current serving cell (Condition 1):

[99] 1. Among the cells having lower HCS priority than the current serving cell, all

measured cells having the highest HCS_PRIO values among the cells that satisfy

H>=0 and also satisfy the S criterion.

[100] ii. In other cases (i.e. when Condition 1 is not satisfied):

[101] 1. Among the cells having an HCS priority that is the same as or higher than that of

the current serving cell, if any cell satisfies H>=0 and also satisfies the S criterion

(Condition 2):

[102] a. Among the cells having an HCS priority that is the same as or higher than that of

the current serving cell, the cells having the lowest HCS_PRIO value among all

measured cells that satisfy H>=0 and also satisfy the S criterion

[103] 2. In other cases (i.e. when Condition 2 is not satisfied)

[104] a. All measured cells that satisfy the S criterion without considering HCS priority

[105] 2. For the cells determined in the above step L, the mobile terminal performs a

ranking process based on the R criterion, and selects the cell(s) with the best quality,

and cell selection (re-selection) to that cell is performed.

[106] For the example shown in Table 1 above, the operation results of the present

invention can be described as follows:

[107] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurements.

[108] Cell A, Cell B and Cell C are measured.



[109] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion S criterion.

[110] Cell B and Cell C satisfy the S criterion.

[Ill] STEP 3 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0 among the

cells checked in step 2.

[112] Between Cell B and Cell C, Cell C satisfies the H criterion.

[113] STEP 4 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 3.

[114] Cell C has the highest HCS_PRIO which is 3.

[115] STEP 5: Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 4.

[116] Cell C is the only cell with the highest HCS_PRIO..

[117] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[118] Cell C is the candidate cell for ranking.

[119] The results of the present invention are as follows. As described thus far, for a cell

structure that employs the HCS function, the mobile terminal performs cell selection,

whereby the H criterion and the S criterion are appropriately used, such that the mobile

terminal can be provided with services in a more stable and efficient manner.

[120] Some more details about the concepts and features of the present invention will be

explained as follows:

[121] Details # 1

[122] If HCS is not used in the serving cell the UE shall perform ranking of all cells that

fulfill the criterion S, among:

[123] - all measured cells

[124] If HCS is used in the serving cell the UE shall perform ranking of all cells that fulfill

the criterion S among

[125] 1. when in low-mobility

[126] - all measured cells, that have the highest HCS_PRIO among those cells that fulfil

the criterion H >= 0.

[127] - all measured cells, not considering HCS priority levels, if no cell fulfills the

criterion H >= 0.

[128] According to the above, if the UE is in low-mobility and there is a cell with H>=0,

the UE takes following steps:

[129] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurements.

[130] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0.

[131] STEP 3: Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 2.

[132] STEP 4 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 3.

[133] STEP 5 : Check cells that satisfies S criterion among the cells identified in step 4.

[134] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[135] The procedure generally works with a scenario where a cell with highest HCS_PRIO

and H>=0 satisfy the criterion S. But if a cell with highest HCS_PRIO and H>=0 does



not satisfy the criterion S, the UE can not select any cell.

[136] An example of cells (A, B, C) and their characteristics may be as follows:

[137]

[138] The following may result, after applying above steps:

[139] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurement.

[140] Cell A, B and C is measured.

[141] STEP 2: Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0.

[142] Cell A and C satisfy H criterion.

[143] STEP 3 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 2.

[144] Between A and C, A has the highest HCS_PRIO which is 4.

[145] STEP 4 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 3.

[146] Cell A is the only cell with the highest HCS_PRIO.

[147] STEP 5 : Check cells that satisfies S criterion among the cells identified in step 4.

[148] Cell A does not satisfy S criterion.

[149] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[150] There is no candidate cell for ranking.

[151] Thus, in above scenario, although there are cells that satisfy the S criterion, there is

no cell in the ranking list. This leads to a problem because the UE cannot reselect to a

best quality cell.

[152] The related art is generally described with the assumption that there are always cells

to rank, and does not specify anything for the case when there is no cell to rank. So, the

UE behavior after the STEP 6 in above scenario is not clear. Accordingly, this may

cause un-unified UE behavior. Following interpretations can be considered.

[153] Option 1: After noticing that there is no cell to rank as a result of step 6, the UE

declares that there is "no network." And eventually, the UE performs initial cell

selection, leading to long interruption time.

[154] Option 2 : The UE does nothing. I.e., because there is no cell to rank, the UE keeps

camping on the current serving cell. But this is questionable because serving cell is

normally considered in candidate cells for ranking process. And until the S criterion is

not met for serving, the UE keeps camping on the not-best cell.

[155] One way to correct such problem is for the UE to consider both the H criterion and

also the S criterion when choosing candidates cells for ranking. By doing so, the

situations where there is no candidate cell for raking even when there are cells that

satisfies S criterion may be advantageously avoided.

[156] Details #2



[157] Understanding A

[158] According to specification stated above, the first possible implementation is that a

UE first checks H criterion and check the S criterion later.

[159] In this implementation, if the UE is in low-mobility and there is a cell with H>=0,

UE takes following steps:

[160] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurement.

[161] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0.

[162] STEP 3 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 2.

[163] STEP 4 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 3.

[164] STEP 5 : Check cells that satisfies S criterion among the cells identified in step 4.

[165] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[166] Understanding B

[167] Another possible implementation is that a UE first checks S criterion and check the H

criterion later.

[168] In this implementation, if the UE is in low-mobility and there is a cell with H>=0,

UE takes following steps:

[169] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurement.

[170] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion S criterion.

[171] STEP 3 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0 among the

cells checked in step 2.

[172] STEP 4 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 3.

[173] STEP 5 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 4.

[174] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[175] Hereafter, we analyze the UE behavior according to the above understandings A and

B. The following example scenario can be considered:

[176]

[177] Cell reselection following understading A

[178] According to the procedure described above, the following steps may occur:

[179] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurement.

[180] Cell A, B and C is measured.

[181] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0.

[182] Cell A and C satisfy H criterion.

[183] STEP 3 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 2.

[184] Between A and C, A has the highest HCS_PRIO which is 4.

[185] STEP 4 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 3.



[186] Cell A is the only cell with the highest HCS_PRIO.

[187] STEP 5 : Check cells that satisfies S criterion among the cells identified in step 4.

[188] Cell A does not satisfy S criterion.

[189] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[190] There is no candidate cell for ranking.

[191] Cell reselection following understading B

[192] According to the procedure described above, the following steps may occur:

[193] STEP 1: Perform necessary measurement.

[194] Cell A, B and C is measured

[195] STEP 2 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion S criterion.

[196] Cell B and C satisfy S criterion.

[197] STEP 3 : Check whether there is any cell that fulfils the criterion H>=0 among the

cells checked in step 2.

[198] Between B and C, C satisfies H criterion.

[199] STEP 4 : Identify the highest HCS_PRIO among the cells checked in step 3.

[200] C has the highest HCS_PRIO which is 3.

[201] STEP 5 : Identify cells with the HCS_PRIO identified in step 4.

[202] Cell C is the only cell with the highest HCS_PRIO..

[203] STEP 6 : Perform ranking among the cells identified in step 5.

[204] Cell C is the candidate cell for ranking.

[205] Correction of the different behaviors

[206] When we look at the scenarios above, it is evident that there is a candidate cell for

the UE to camp on. The cell C satisfies both the H criterion and S criterion. However,

there is a cell to rank in understanding B, but there is no cell to rank in understanding

A. The behavior of understanding A results in a problem because the UE can not

reselect to any relevant cell. The UE may declare "no network" and begins a full

search, leading to a long interruption time.

[207] The main problem of the implementation A is that the S criterion is not properly

considered in the selection of the highest HCS_PRIO value (i.e., a cell which does not

satisfy the S criterion but satisfies the H criterion affects the decision process of the

highest HCS_PRIO). Thus, the related art procedures should be corrected such that the

S criterion is also considered in the steps related to the H criterion.

[208] Proposal 1: A cell satisfying the S criterion is considered in the process related to the

H criterion.

[209] The above is generally described with the assumption that there are always some

cells to rank. However, the related art does not specify anything for the case when

there is no cell to rank. Thus, the UE behavior when there is no cell to rank is not clear.

Accordingly, this may cause non-unified UE behavior.



[210] Proposal 2 : It is proposed to discuss whether there is a need to specify any details for

the case when there is no cell to rank.

[211] The easiest way to correct such problem is that the UE considers both the H criterion

and S criterion when choosing candidate cells for ranking. By doing so, we can prevent

the case where there is no candidate cell for raking even when there are cells that

satisfy the S criterion.

[212] Cell Reselection Evaluation Process

[213] Cell Reselection Criteria

[214] The following cell re-selection criteria are used for intra-frequency cells, inter-

frequency cells and inter-RAT cells:

[215] The quality level threshold criterion H for hierarchical cell structures is used to

determine whether prioritized ranking according to hierarchical cell re-selection rules

shall apply, and is defined by:

[216]
H s = Q

meas
,s - Qhcs s

H n Q
meas

,n - QhCS n -TO n * L n

[217] If it is indicated in system information (SI) that HCS is not used, the quality level

threshold criterion H is not applied.

[218] The cell-ranking criterion R is defined by:

[219]
R = Qmeas,s + Qhyst s + Qofrmbms

R n = Qmeas,n - Qoffset s,n + Qoffmbms - T O n * ( 1 - Ln)

[220] where: the signaled value Qoffmbms is only applied to those cells (serving or

neighboring cells) belonging to the MBMS PL, and

[221] where:

[222]
TOn = TEMP OFFSET n * W(PENALTYJTIME n - Tn)

Ln = 0 if HCS PRIO n = HCS_PRIO S
Ln = 1 if HCS PRIOn <> HCS PRIO

W(x) = 0 for x < 0
W(x) = 1 for x >= 0

[223] TEMP_OFFSETn applies an offset to the H and R criteria for the duration of

PENALTY_TIMEn after a timer Tn has started for that neighboring cell.

[224] TEMP_OFFSETn and PENALTY_TIMEn are only applicable if the usage of HCS is

indicated in system information.

[225] The timer Tn is implemented for each neighboring cell. Tn shall be started from zero



when one of the following conditions becomes true:

[226] - if HCS_PRIOn <> HCS_PRIOs and

[227] Qmeas,n >= Qhcsn

[228] Or

[229] - if HCS_PRIOn = HCS_PRIOs and

[230] - for serving FDD and neighbor FDD cells if the quality measure for cell selection

and reselection is set to CPICH RSCP in the serving cell, and:

[231] Qmeas,n > Qmeas,s + Qoffsetls,n

[232] - for serving FDD and neighbor FDD cells if the quality measure for cell selection

and reselection is set to CPICH Ec/No in the serving cell, and:

[233] Qmeas,n > Qmeas,s + Qoffset2s,n

[234] - for all other serving and neighbor cells:

[235] Qmeas,n > Qmeas,s + Qoffsetls,n

[236] Tn for the associated neighbor cell shall be stopped as soon as any of the above

conditions are no longer fulfilled. Any value calculated for TOn is valid only if the a s

sociated timer Tn is still running; else TOn shall be set to zero.

[237] At cell-reselection, a timer Tn is stopped only if the corresponding cell is not a

neighbor cell of the new serving cell, or if the criteria given above for starting timer Tn

for the corresponding cell is no longer fulfilled with the parameters of the new serving

cell. On cell re-selection, timer Tn shall continue to be run for the corresponding cells,

but the criteria given above shall be evaluated with parameters broadcast in the new

serving cell if the corresponding cells are neighbors of the new serving cell.

[238]

[239] Cell reselection parameters broadcast in system information can be provided.

[240] The cell selection criterion S used for cell reselection is fulfilled when:

[241]
for FDD cells. Srxlev > 0 AND Squal > 0

for TDD cells Srxlev > 0

for GSM cells- Srxlev > 0

[242] Where :

[243]



Squal = Qquaimeas - Qqualmin

Srxlev = Qrxievmeas - Qrxlevmin - Pcompensation

[244]

[245] If HCS is not used in the serving cell the UE shall perform ranking of all cells that

fulfill the criterion S, among:

[246] - all measured cells .

[247] If HCS is used in the serving cell the UE shall perform ranking of all cells among

[248] 1. when in low-mobility ,

[249] - all measured cells, that have the highest HCS_PRIO among those cells that fulfil

the criterion H >= 0 and fulfil the criterion S.

[250] - all measured cells that fulfil the criterion S, not considering HCS priority levels, if

no cell fulfil both the criterion H >= 0 and the criterion S.

[251] 2. when in high-mobility

[252] - all measured cells, and among these cells:

[253] - if there are cells with a lower HCS priority than the serving cell that fulfil both the

criterion H >= 0 and the criterion S:

[254] - from the cells that have a lower HCS priority than the serving cell, all cells that

have the highest HCS_PRIO among those cells that fulfil both the criterion H >=0 and

the criterion S;

[255] - else:

[256] - if there are cells that fulfil both the criterion H >= 0 and the criterion S with an HCS

priority higher or equal to the HCS priority of the serving cell:

[257] - from the cells that have an HCS priority higher or equal to the HCS priority of the

serving cell, all cells that have the lowest HCS_PRIO among those cells that fulfil the

criterion H >=0 and fulfil the criterion S;

[258] - else

[259] - all cells that fulfil the criterion S not considering HCS priority levels.

[260] The cells shall be ranked according to the R criteria specified above, deriving Q
meas n



and Q
m eas s

and calculating the R values using CPICH RSCP, P-CCPCH RSCP and the

averaged received signal level for FDD, TDD and GSM cells, respectively.

[261] The offset Qoffsetls,n is used for Qoffsets,n to calculate Rn, the hysteresis Qhystls

is used for Qhysts to calculate Rs. For UE in RRC connected mode states CELL_PCH

or URA_PCH the hysteresis Qhysts takes the value Qhystls,PCH to calculate Rs, if

provided in SIB4. For UE in RRC connected mode state CELL_FACH the hysteresis

Qhysts takes the value Qhystls,FACH to calculate Rs, if provided in SIB4.

[262] If the usage of HCS is indicated in system information, TEMP_OFFSETln is used

for TEMP_OFFSETn to calculate TOn. If it is indicated in system information that

HCS is not used, TEMP_OFFSETn is not applied when calculating Rn. The best

ranked cell is the cell with the highest R value.

[263] If a TDD or GSM cell is ranked as the best cell, then the UE shall perform cell re-

selection to that TDD or GSM cell.

[264] If an FDD cell is ranked as the best cell and the quality measure for cell selection and

re-selection is set to CPICH RSCP, the UE shall perform cell re-selection to that FDD

cell. If this cell is found to be not suitable, the UE shall behave accordingly .

[265] If an FDD cell is ranked as the best cell and the quality measure for cell selection and

re-selection is set to CPICH Ec/No, the UE shall perform a second ranking of the FDD

cells according to the R criteria specified above, but using the measurement quantity

CPICH Ec/No for deriving the Qmeas,n and Qmeas,s and calculating the R values of

the FDD cells. The offset Qoffset2s,n is used for Qoffsets,n to calculate Rn, the

hysteresis Qhyst2s is used for Qhysts to calculate Rs. For UE in RRC connected mode

states CELL_PCH or URA_PCH the hysteresis Qhysts takes the value Qhyst2s,PCH to

calculate Rs, if provided in SIB4. For UE in RRC connected mode state CELL_FACH

the hysteresis Qhysts takes the value Qhyst2s,FACH to calculate Rs, if provided in

SIB4. If the usage of HCS is indicated in system information, TEMP_OFFSET2n is

used to calculate TOn. If it is indicated in system information that HCS is not used,

TEMP_OFFSETn is not applied when calculating Rn. Following this second ranking,

the UE shall perform cell re-selection to the best ranked FDD cell. If this cell is found

to be not suitable, the UE shall behave accordingly.

[266] In all cases, the UE shall reselect the new cell, only if the following conditions are

met:

[267] -the new cell is better ranked than the serving cell during a time interval Treselection.

For UE in RRC connected mode states CELL_PCH or URA_PCH the interval Trese-

lections,PCH applies, if provided in SIB4 , while for UE in RRC connected mode state

CELL_FACH the interval Treselections,FACH applies, if provided in SIB4 . For hier

archical cell structures when high mobility state has not been detected, if according to

the HCS rules the serving cell is not ranked then all the ranked cells are considered to



be better ranked than the serving cell.

[268] Additionally the UE shall apply the following scaling rules to Treselections or Tres-

electionspcH or Treselection
FA

cH:

[269] - For intra-frequency cells and high mobility state not detected:

[270] - no scaling applied.

[271] - For intra-frequency cells and high mobility state is detected:

[272] - multiply Treselections or Treselection sPCHor Treselection sFACHby the IE "Speed

dependent ScalingFactor for_Treselection" if sent on system information.

[273] - For inter-frequency cells and high mobility state not detected:

[274] - multiply Treselections or Treselection sPCHor Treselection sFACHby the IE "Inter-

Frequency ScalingFactor for Treselection" if sent on system information.

[275] - For inter-frequency cells and high mobility state is detected:

[276] - multiply Treselections or Treselection sPCHor Treselection sFACHby both the IEs

"Speed dependent ScalingFactor for_Treselection" if sent on system information and

"Inter-Frequency ScalingFactor for Treselection" if sent on system information.

[277] - For inter-RAT cells and high mobility state not detected:

[278] - multiply Treselections or Treselection sPCHor Treselection sFACHby the IE "Inter-

RAT ScalingFactor for Treselection" if sent on system information.

[279] - For inter-RAT cells and high mobility state is detected:

[280] - multiply Treselections or Treselections,PCH or Treselections ,FACH by both the

IEs "Speed dependent ScalingFactor for_Treselection" if sent on system information

and "Inter-RAT ScalingFactor for Treselection" if sent on system information.

[281] In case scaling is applied to Treselections or Treselections,PCH, the UE shall round

up the result after all scalings to the nearest second. In case scaling is applied to Tres-

election sFACH, the UE shall round up the result after all scalings to the nearest 0.2

seconds.

[282] - more than 1 second has elapsed since the UE camped on the current serving cell.

[283] As described above, the various exemplary embodiments of the present invention

relate to a method of cell selection in a hierarchical cell structure based on cell quality,

which results in more efficient use of radio resources.

[284] The present invention provides a method of cell selection for a user equipment (UE),

which comprises the steps of checking whether hierarchical cell structure (HCS) is

being used; reading a parameter related to an H criteria from system information;

performing measurement of cells; identifying cells that satisfy an S criteria among the

measured cells; checking the H criteria for a cell that satisfies the S criteria; and

selecting a cell having the highest R criteria among the cells that satisfy both the S

criteria and the H criteria.

[285] The HCS defines a number of overlapping cells of different sizes that form multiple



cell layers and is used if a serving cell of the UE belongs to the HCS. The S criteria is a

selection or eligibility criteria used to check whether the received quality of a

candidate cell is sufficient, the H criteria is a HCS criteria, used when HCS is

employed, that is a positive or negative value calculated based on information sent in

system information, and the R criteria is a ranking criterion used by the mobile

terminal to rank the list of cells satisfying the criterion S. The measured cells are de

termined by performing signal measurement procedures with a base station in all

searchable frequency bands, and then the cell having the strongest signal charac

teristics value is selected among the cells that satisfy certain cell selection conditions

and access the selected cell is performed.

[286] Also, the present invention provides a method of cell selection for a user equipment

(UE), the method comprising the steps of: if hierarchical cell structure (HCS) is used in

a serving cell of the UE, when the UE has low mobility, a ranking procedure is

performed for all measured cells that have a highest HCS priority among those cells

that fulfill a criterion S and a criterion H>0, or the ranking procedure is performed for

all measured cells regardless of HCS priorities if no cell fulfills the criterion S and the

criterion H>0; and when the UE has high mobility, the ranking procedure is performed

for all measured cells, and among these measured cells, if there are cells with lower

HCS priority than the serving cell that fulfills the criterion S and the criterion H>0,

then among the cells that have lower HCS priority than the serving cell, the ranking

procedure is performed for all cells that have the highest HCS priority among those

cells that fulfill the criterion S and the criterion H>0, otherwise, if there are cells that

fulfill the criterion S and the criterion H>0 with a HCS priority that is higher than or

equal to the HCS priority of the serving cell, then among the cells that have an HCS

priority that is higher than or equal to the HCS priority of the serving cell, the ranking

procedure is performed for all cells that have the lowest HCS priority among those

cells that fulfill the criterion S and the criterion H>0, else, the ranking procedure is

performed for all cells regardless of HCS priorities.

[287] The hierarchical cell structure (HCS) defines a number of overlapping cells of

different sizes that form multiple cell layers. The UE is considered to have low

mobility or high mobility based on the number of cell reselections during a certain time

period or based on RRC signaling from the network. The measured cells are de

termined by performing signal measurement procedures with the base station in all

searchable frequency bands, and then the cell having the strongest signal charac

teristics value is selected among the cells that satisfy certain cell selection conditions

and access the selected cell is performed. At least one of CPICH RSCP, CPHIC Ec/N0

and Carrier RSSI is used in the signal measurement procedures.

[288] The ranking procedure results in a ranking that shows relative signal strengths of



measured cells or the extent of coverage overlap between cells, upon considering both

the criterion H and criterion S when choosing candidate cells for the ranking. The

ranking procedure is performed based on the R criterion and cell selection or res-

election is performed on one or more cells ranked to have the best quality is performed.

The HCS priority signifies defines which cell layer of the HCS the UE should be in.

The HCS priority is transmitted as part of cell broadcast information in the form of

system information blocks, and alternatively, for neighbor cells, the HCS priority is

transmitted as part of an RRC measurement control message. The criterion S is a

selection or eligibility criterion used to check whether the received quality of a

candidate cell is sufficient, and the criterion H is a HCS criterion, used when HCS is

employed, that is a positive or negative value calculated based on information sent in

system information and on measurements from a CPICH/P-CPCCH of the candidate

cell.

[289] The various features and concepts described herein may be implemented in software,

hardware, or a combination thereof. For example, a computer program (that is

executed in a computer, a terminal or a network device) for a method and system for

processing a method of cell selection in a hierarchical cell structure based on cell

quality may comprise one or more program code sections for performing various tasks.

Similarly, a software tool (that is executed in a computer, a terminal or a network

device) for a method and system for processing a method of cell selection in a hier

archical cell structure based on cell quality may comprise program code portions for

performing various tasks.

[290] The method and system for processing a method of cell selection in a hierarchical

cell structure based on cell quality according to the present invention are compatible

with various types of technologies and standards. Certain concepts described herein are

related to various types of standards, such as GSM, 3GPP, LTE, IEEE, 4G and the like.

However, it can be understood that the above exemplary standards are not intended to

be limited, as other related standards and technologies would also be applicable to the

various features and concepts described herein.

Industrial Applicability
[291] The features and concepts herein are applicable to and can be implemented in various

types of user devices (e.g., mobile terminals, handsets, wireless communication

devices, etc.) and/or network entities that can be configured to support a method of cell

selection in a hierarchical cell structure based on cell quality.

[292] As the various concepts and features described herein may be embodied in several

forms without departing from the characteristics thereof, it should also be understood

that the above-described embodiments are not limited by any of the details of the



foregoing description, unless otherwise specified, but rather should be construed

broadly within its scope as defined in the appended claims. Therefore, all changes and

modifications that fall within such scope or equivalents thereof are therefore intended

to be embraced by the appended claims.



Claims
[1] A method of cell selection for a user equipment (UE), the method comprising:

checking whether hierarchical cell structure (HCS) is being used;

reading a parameter related to an H criteria from system information;

performing measurement of cells;

identifying cells that satisfy an S criteria among the measured cells;

checking the H criteria for a cell that satisfies the S criteria; and

selecting a cell having the highest R criteria among the cells that satisfy both the

S criteria and the H criteria.

[2] The method of claim 1, wherein the HCS defines a number of overlapping cells

of different sizes that form multiple cell layers and is used if a serving cell of the

UE belongs to the HCS.

[3] The method of claim 1, wherein the S criteria is a selection or eligibility criteria

used to check whether the received quality of a candidate cell is sufficient, the H

criteria is a HCS criteria, used when HCS is employed, that is a positive or

negative value calculated based on information sent in system information, and

the R criteria is a ranking criterion used by the UE to rank the list of cells

satisfying the criterion S.

[4] The method of claim 1, wherein the measured cells are determined by

performing signal measurement procedures with a base station in all searchable

frequency bands, and then the cell having the strongest signal characteristics

value is selected among the cells that satisfy certain cell selection conditions and

access to the selected cell is performed.

[5] A method of cell selection for a user equipment (UE), the method comprising:

if hierarchical cell structure (HCS) is used in a serving cell of the UE,

when the UE has low mobility,

a ranking procedure is performed for all measured cells that have a highest HCS

priority among those cells that fulfill a criterion S and a criterion H>0, or the

ranking procedure is performed for all measured cells regardless of HCS

priorities if no cell fulfills the criterion S and the criterion H>0; and

when the UE has high mobility,

the ranking procedure is performed for all measured cells, and among these

measured cells,

if there are cells with lower HCS priority than the serving cell that fulfills the

criterion S and the criterion H>0, then among the cells that have lower HCS

priority than the serving cell, the ranking procedure is performed for all cells that

have the highest HCS priority among those cells that fulfill the criterion S and



the criterion H>0,

otherwise,

if there are cells that fulfill the criterion S and the criterion H>0 with a HCS

priority that is higher than or equal to the HCS priority of the serving cell, then

among the cells that have an HCS priority that is higher than or equal to the HCS

priority of the serving cell, the ranking procedure is performed for all cells that

have the lowest HCS priority among those cells that fulfill the criterion S and the

criterion H>0, else, the ranking procedure is performed for all cells regardless of

HCS priorities.

[6] The method of claim 5, wherein the hierarchical cell structure (HCS) defines a

number of overlapping cells of different sizes that form multiple cell layers.

[7] The method of claim 5, wherein the UE is considered to have low mobility or

high mobility based on the number of cell reselections during a certain time

period or based on RRC signaling from the network.

[8] The method of claim 5, wherein the measured cells are determined by

performing signal measurement procedures with the base station in all searchable

frequency bands, and then the cell having the strongest signal characteristics

value is selected among the cells that satisfy certain cell selection conditions and

access the selected cell is performed.

[9] The method of claim 8, wherein at least one of CPICH RSCP, CPHIC Ec/NO and

Carrier RSSI is used in the signal measurement procedures.

[10] The method of claim 5, wherein the ranking procedure results in a ranking that

shows relative signal strengths of measured cells or the extent of coverage

overlap between cells, upon considering both the criterion H and criterion S

when choosing candidate cells for the ranking.

[11] The method of claim 10, wherein the ranking procedure is performed based on

the R criterion and cell selection or reselection is performed on one or more cells

ranked to have the best quality is performed.

[12] The method of claim 5, wherein the HCS priority signifies defines which cell

layer of the HCS the UE should be in.

[13] The method of claim 12, wherein the HCS priority is transmitted as part of cell

broadcast information in the form of system information blocks, and alter

natively, for neighbor cells, the HCS priority is transmitted as part of an RRC

measurement control message.

[14] The method of claim 5, wherein the criterion S is a selection or eligibility

criterion used to check whether the received quality of a candidate cell is

sufficient, and the criterion H is a HCS criterion, used when HCS is employed,

that is a positive or negative value calculated based on information sent in system



information and on measurements from a CPICH/P-CPCCH of the candidate

cell.
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